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Dear Colleagues,

Microsurgical and minimally invasive techniques have gained increased importance in spinal surgery in the last years. They have become the gold standard in the treatment of a variety of pathologies of the spine and represent the ongoing evolution of surgical techniques towards more tissue-sparing approaches.

The more sophisticated a technique, the more important training and education becomes. Our past international micro-surgical wet labs, a joint venture of Schoen-Clinic Munich-Harlaching and the Department of Anatomy of the Ludwig-Maximilians-University, were great successes and have encouraged us to proceed with this teaching concept.

We proudly announce the 19th Spine Advanced Microsurgery Course Munich 2015, a hands-on cadaver course on microsurgical and minimally invasive techniques of the anterior and posterior cervical spine. Surgical Techniques towards more tissue-sparing approaches.

It would be a pleasure for us, the faculty and the organizers, to welcome you in Munich in September/October 2015!

H. Michael Mayer        Andreas Korge
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General Information

Venues
Department of Anatomy Ludwig-Maximilians-University
Pettenkoferstrasse 11 • 80336 Munich

Schön Klinik Munich Harlaching
Grünwalder Strasse 72 • 81547 Munich

Date
September 30–October 2, 2015

Website
www.sam-course.de

Course Co-Directors

H. Michael Mayer
Andreas Korge

Spine Center Schön Klinik Munich Harlaching

Faculty

Eszter Fenyőházi, Leipzig
Roger Härtl, New York, USA
Werner Korb, Leipzig
Andreas Korge, Munich
Ralph Kothe, Hamburg
Daniel Sauer, Munich
Axel Stäbler, Munich

Certification
An application will be made at the European Accreditation Coun-
cil for Continuing Medical Education (EACCME) for European
CME credits (ECMEC) for European
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The Rheumatoid Cervical Spine
Ralph Kothe, Hamburg

Fractures of the Cervical Spine incl. Odontoid Fractures
Ralph Härtl, New York, USA

Non-Fusion (Total disc Replacement)
Christoph Mehren, Munich

Laminoplasty
Ralph Kothe, Hamburg

The Subaxial Anterior Intervertebral Approach
Andreas Korge, Munich

Vertebractomy and Defect Support
Ralph Kothe, Hamburg

Case Discussion – Non-surgical vs. Fusion vs. TDR
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